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Reserve these books
New in October 2014
Who R U Really? by Margo Kelly
When the boy she likes at school disappoints her, fourteen-year-old Thea connects with a fellow player of the
online game, Skadi, but although he claims to love her she becomes more and more uncomfortable with him and
having to cover up their relationship.
As Red as Blood by Salla Simukka
In the midst of the freezing Arctic winter, seventeen-year-old Lumikki Andersson walks into her school's darkroom
and finds a stash of money splattered with someone's blood. She is swept into a whirlpool of dangerous encounters
with dirty cops and a notorious drug kingpin as she helps to trace the origin of the cash.
Snake Bite by Andrew Lane (Sherlock Holmes. The Legend Begins, book 5)
Kidnapped and taken to China, young Sherlock Holmes enjoys adventure on the high seas before encountering a
puzzling case of three men bitten by the same poisonous snake in different parts of Shanghai. Includes historical
notes.
Found by Harlan Coben (Mickey Bolitar, book 3)
"Mickey Bolitar and his friends continue to investigate the Abeona Shelter, while Mickey searches for answers
about his father's tragic death."--Provided by publisher.
Famous Last Words by Katie Alender
High-schooler Willa has just moved to California with her mother and film director stepfather, and she will be
attending a private school--but her real problem is that she keeps seeing things that are not really there, like a dead
body in the swimming pool, and her visions may be connected to a serial killer that is stalking young girls in
Hollywood.
Hero Complex by Margaux Froley
When her unrequited love's grandfather, Reed Hutchins, entrusts Devon, a peer counselor at a prestigious
California boarding school, with a mysterious diary--days before he dies--Devon fights to piece together the final
clues to what haunts the Keaton School: the truth Reed's enemies are still willing to kill for.
They All Fall Down by Roxanne St. Claire
Kenzie's life is transformed when she is voted one of the prettiest girls in school, but when the girls on the list start
to die, Kenzie is determined to uncover the deadly secrets of the list before her number is up.
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The Spiritglass Charade by Colleen Gleason (Stoker & Holmes, book 2)
In 1889 Evaline Stoker, Mina Holmes, and their time-traveler friend Dylan re asked by the Princess of Wales to find
out what happened to Robby Ashton, who may have drowned--but the reappearance of vampires in the heart of
London threatens to become a more urgent problem.
Love is the Drug by Alaya Dawn Johnson
Emily is an African American high school senior in Washington D.C., member of a privileged medical family, on the
verge of college and the edge of the drug culture, and not really sure which way she will go--then one day she
wakes up in a hospital with no memory of what happened.
Remember Me by Romily Bernard (Sequel to: Find Me)
"Teen hacker Wick Tate has to decide between right and wrong as she tries to solve another murder and discover
the truth about her mother's suicide"-- Provided by publisher.
The Paris Mysteries by James Patterson (Sequel to: Confessions: The Private School Murders)
Sixteen-year-old Tandy Angel moves to Paris for a fresh start with her siblings and to be reunited with James, her
lost love, but her detective work soon uncovers long-buried family secrets that threaten to destroy her life.soo
New in September 2014
Random by Tom Leveen
The night before going on trial in a sensational felony case that has ruined her life, sixteen-year-old Tori
Hershberger receives a random phone call from a stranger contemplating suicide and she begins a race against
time to save him.
Snitch by Olivia Samms (Book 2, The Bea Catcher Chronicles)
Bea, possessed with a paranormal ability to literally draw what a person is thinking, helps the police with a murder.
New in August 2014
The Sound by Sarah Alderman
Taking a summer job as a nanny on Nantucket Sound, heartbroken Ren forges an unlikely bond with a local bad
boy from a privileged family only to question the dangerous natures of her new friends in the wake of a murder.
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